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(continued) 

{a.) ili:PO~'I' OF '.i'JX co;.::HTTEE OII THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE 
(i'../35/20) 

(b) R:!::PORT OF Tni.: PTIEPAR/.TORY CO.l·iliiTTEE FOR THE SECOND UlHTED NATIONS CONFEPill'NCE 
Oil T;IE :!::XPLORNi'IO~! /\liD PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE (A/.35/46) 

AGI::;.!DA ITI:li 56: PREPARATIOi-I OF AlJ IITT:CrJJATIONAL CONVENTION ON PRINCIPLES GOVERNING 
'Iiii: USE BY STA'I':!:S OF ARTIFICHI.l, EARTH SATELLITES FOR DIRECT TELEVISION BROADCASTHJG: 
P~PORT OF TH:t: COl·:·ii'ITEE OH THE P:CACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE (continued) (A/35/20) 

1: .·aS· i:;OliOTiiY (Austria) briefly revievred the history of mankind 1 s fascination 
in th outer space and noted that the uorld had been irrevocably changed as a result 
of the efforts to explore and utilize outer space. The new· technologies developed 
for that purpose and their applications in the fields of corununications and data 
collection had becone a feature of daily life~ bringing the countries of the vmrld 
closer together and offering a multitude of specialized services relating to such 
varied fields as the assessment of resources ru1d the environment, disaster relief 
and ~edical diagnosis. The discovery of space had also revealed the earth's 
fragility and had thus increased mankind 1 s avrarenes s of the need to protect it. 
Accordingly, in explorinG space, it was important to develop new moral and political 
concepts that \·rould ensure that the promises offered by outer space were fulfilled to 
the advantage cf everyone. 

2. Only intense international co-operation could provide the basis for adequate 
measures to ensure that the results of the exploration of outer space were shared 
and vrere truly beneficial. Austria had al1vays considered that the United Nations, 
and in particular the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, \vere the most 
appropriate forums through vrhich to channel and institutionalize such co-operation. 
The United liations had been and ivould continue to be the focal point of broad 
surveys of the progress made in the exploration of outer space and of the current an:: 
potential benefits offered by space science and technology. 

3. Accordingly, the t1vo main responsibilities of the Outer Space Committee i.rere 
first to serve as a framework for ongoing exchanges of scientific information and 
reviews of scientific and technical developments and, secondly, to further the 
elaboration of fundamental legal principles and norms governing outer space 
activities. Each of the five treaties that had thus far resulted from that effort 
constituted an important step towards the codification of international lav relating 
to outer space. Each of those treaties vras designed to preserve space as a 
predominantly peaceful environraent and to guarantee that its exploration and 
exploitation Here conducted in accordance ivith international law and were based on 
international co-operation and mutual understanding. 

4. The excellent record of the Outer Space Corunittee in that connexion had been 
possible only through compromise and the constant exercise of political will, 
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sterrwling from a firm belief in the necessity and appropriateness of its vork. 
Austria >ms convinced that the Outer Space Committee must tackle the other items on 
its agenda in the same spirit in order to bring its work to a successful conclusion. 

5. During the past year, discussions had continued on the problems resulting from 
direct television broadcasting by satellites and from remote sensinG techniques, 
both of vllich uere runon,:; the most beneficial and 1·ridely used applications of space 
technolocy. It -vms important to realize that, in such sensitive areas, only a 
constant revievr of positions and patient, sensitive and constructive dialogue could 
eventually bring the divergent vievrs together and lead to the necessary progress. 

6. The Outer Space Committee had also taken up the nevr problem of the use of 
nuclear pmrer sources in outer space, Hhich was directly linked to the safety of 
future space operations. Her delegation considered that discussion to be especially 
timely and appropriate, in vieH of the possibility of conducting regular space 
flights and setting up large structures there. Accordingly, the problem of 
protecting the earth in the case of the uncontrolled re-entry of space objects 
should receive special attention. Although the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space had not yet reached a common position on the future treatment of that 
question, consultations in recent veelm had resulted in an agreement vhich took 
into account the different vievrs expressed and offered a reasonable basis for future 
discussions on that problem. 

7. T1:1e question of the definition and/or delimitation of outer space had aroused 
increased interest, and her delegation 1ms prepared to join in any consensus that 
might develop on that subject. IIovrever, it >vas important not to overlook the fact 
that that issue vras related to the q_uestion of the geostationary orbit. Taking into 
account the grovring number of satellites in orbit, her delegation shared the vievr of 
those delegations urcing that the optiL!al utilization of and equal access to that 
orbit should be the subject of a more thorough examination. The relevant 
understa.YJ.dings could then be formulated with a vieu to ensuring the most efficient 
and economical use of the geostationary orbit. 

8. \lith regard to the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNISPACE-82), she pointed out that one of the Outer 
Space Conmlittee 1 s main tasks w-as to organize and prepare for that Conference, and 
that considerable progress had been made in that direction. Her delegation believed 
that the Conference w·ould be one of the most significant events of the decade and 
I·Tould serve to increase public avareness of space technology and its applications, 
of the space environment itself and of the 1-ride range of possibilities for its 
utilization. The Conference would also provide a global forum in vrhich to review 
the current state of space science and future possibilities, uith special emphasis 
on the benefits that might be derived therefrom by those countries not possessing 
highly sophisticated technologies. Her delegation appreciated the fact that the 
:preparation of the organizational framevrork of the Conference vras Hell under >my and 
that, during its coming sessions, the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 
and its Scientific ancl Technical Sub-Committee would deal vrith the substantive 
issues. 
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9. As delecations 'irere mmre, her Government had offered to host the Conference in 
Vienna c:nd its invitation had been accepted by the Outer Space Committee. She 
expressec:i the ho:pe that that decision 1.rould be endorsed by the General Assembly, &'ld 
she pledc;ed Austria's continued active participation in the preparatory 1vork for the 
Conference D11d in efforts to ensure its success. 

10. i.'ith rec;ard to the extension of the arms race into outer space, recent 
develo:pments in the relevant proc;rummes of both the major space Powers could not but 
increase the concern that natter had aroused. Such developments seemed to be 
directed tmmrds a ne\r phase in space militarization, characterized by the 
deploynent of vcapons systens around the earth, and touards the refinement of 
ca:pabili ties to interfere vith observation satellites and other space systems. The 
fact that previous bilateral nec;otiations on the restriction of anti-satellite 
systems had not been resumed thus far vas a further cause for concern. There were 
currently ti-ro options: either to respect the space environment as strictly peaceful 
and to use it in a positive way for the prumotion of confidence and co-operation and 
for the development of a better future, or to carry hostilities into outer space and 
to plant the seeds of destruction and conflict there. She expressed the hope that 
the first option uould be chosen, but in any case the Committee on the Peaceful 
Uses of Outer Space \TOuld have to pay increasinc; attention to preserving outer space 
as a peaceful environment. 

11. In conclusion, she asked all delec;ations interested in becoming sponsors of the 
relevant draft resolutions to inform her of that fact as soon as possible so that 
those draft resolutions could be submitted vithout delay. 

12. I·1r. BOYADJIEV (Bulgaria) said that, in the short period of time since the 
Coffimittee had begun discussinc; the exploration and uses of outer space, mankind had 
taken another step tmrards uncovering the secrets of the cosmos and mastering the 
practical uses of outer space. During that period, the People's Republic of 
Bulgaria had been among those countries vrhich, acting in accordance 1rith the 
principles and norms of international lavr and the Charter of the United Nations' ~ad 
been contributing to that effort in the interest of mankind. Bulgaria \vas expandlng 
its national programme of research and exploration in outer space by developing. 
co-operation with other socialist countries, in particular the Soviet Union, whlch 
vas one of the most advanced outer space countries, by intensifying its 
participation in the United 1~ations and in the relevant bodies dealing vrith outer 
space matters and by promoting co-operation with other Hember States. 

13. The problems of outer space research uere global in nature and required complex 
experimentation. Accordingly, international co-operation and the pooling of the 
efforts of scientists and experts from different countries was particularly 
fruitful. For 13 years, 10 fraternal socialist countries had pooled their resources 
for the joint study of outer space in the context of the Intercosmos prograrr~e and 
had acquired rich experience, thus illustratinc; how such combined efforts could help 
to solve problems that were important to mankind. As a result of the Intercos~os 
prosramme and thanks to the fraternal and selfless assistance of the Soviet Un1on, 
joint flights manned by international crews from the socialist countries bad been 
:possible. 
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2-4. Horeover, outer. space vras becoming increasingly habitable, as· a growing number 
:cf cosmonauts were bearing mankind 1 s goodwill into the cosmos. In that connexion 
~e drevr attention to the 1vords of the First Secretary of the Central Committee of' 
The Bulgarian Connnunist Party and President of the State Council concerning the need 
TO strengthen and deepen friendship among all people for whom the earth was a home 
for mankind and outer space a field for competition on behalf of man's happiness. 
r:::.'lose 1-mrds provided a good ill1:stration of the course that lay ahead. In that 
2onnexion, his delegation wished to congratulate the representatives of the 
Soviet Union, Hungary, Viet Nam and Cuba on the brilliant performance of their 
cosmonauts aboard the SALYUT-6 - SOYUZ scientific and research complex, who had 
carried out perfectly with courage and endurance all the scheduled research and 
experiments. The last three international manned flights had again demonstrated 
that such cosmic ties were a direct continuation of the long-standing, firm 
:!'riendship among the socialist nations, a friendship that was a solid support in 
years of trial and a great power in the struggle for a better life-and for peace 
and progress. 

15. He also expressed his delegation's admiration for the heroism of the 
remarkable Soviet cosmonauts who had spent an unprecedented 185 days in space 
yerforming difficult and highly responsible work as space researchers. 

16 .. The use of Bulgarian equipment in the space experiments was of major 
ioportance to his country's national programme in the field of scientific research 
and the practical application of space technology. For example, the unique 
Bulgarian multichannel Spectrum 15-K camera has been used in various experiments, 
including the latest 11Antillas 11 experiment conducted by Cuban scientists. Other 
types of Bulgarian technology - for example, electrophotometric equipment and 
equipment used in physiological and psychological research - were being used in 
other experiments. Bulgaria was the third country, after the Soviet Union and the 
United States, vrhose fresh foodstuffs had been used in outer space. 

17. Bulgarian scientists and experts had devoted paramount attention to 
preparations for the flight of the first Bulgarian cosmonaut and to 27 other 
Bulgarian experiments performed aboard the SALYUT-SOYUZ orbital research complex. 
They were currently vrorking vigorously on the next outer space project, "Bulgaria 
1300;\ during which two satellites would be launched into orbit in 1981, 
highlighting the achievements of the Bulgarian State in its 13 centuries of 
existence. 

18. Referring to the issues dealt with in the report of the Committee on the 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (A/35/20) and of the Preparatory Committee for the 
Second United Nations Conference (A/35/46), he noted that, despite the efforts of 
many delegations, it had not been possible to achieve a great deal of progress on 
the major items under consideration. Accordingly, it was imperative that all 
States should d~monstrate the necessary political will and that, through an 
equitable approach taking into account the interests of all nations, large and 
small, developed and developing, they should make a constructive contribution to 
resolving the key issues still outstanding. 
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19. His delecation attached po.rticular importance to the elaboration of principles 
to 0uarantee that the use of satellites for direct television broadcasting 1ms 
consistent uitll the interests of peace, mutual understanding and international 
CO··Oj_~ero.tion. Such principles must also be consistent 1Ti th the principles of 
international lmr conccrninc the sovereignty of States and non-interference in their 
interno.l ccffo.irs. Accordinc;ly, those principles should become an integral part of 
the foundation for a neH international information ordero 

20. His delec.;c..tion could not endorse the attempts made by certain States to impose 
their national concepts in the field of mass corr~unications. The brilliant 
innovo.tions achieved in the field of space technology must not become an instrument 
of inforr.mtional colonic:!.lism but must serve, first and foremost, the lofty goals of 
peace, understanW.nc; and development. In his delegation 1 s opinion, the issues 
pending in that area must be solved uitllin the explicit guidelines set forth in 
Clrticle VI of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the 
:C::ploration and Use of Outer Space, includinc the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies. 

21. \lith rec2.rd to the remote sensing of the earth by satellites 5 vThich his 
delecation considered to be a very important item, the principles set forth in the 
convention on the receivinc; and processing of satellite remote sensing data, 
sic;ned on 19 1iay 1978 in I-~oscmr, to uhich Bulgaria uas a party, could help tow·ards 
the elaboration of universal norms in that field. In establishing the legal 
frawei-TOrk for the remote sensing of the earth by satellites, it was important to 
tru:e into account the principle of the full and inalienable sovereignty of all 
States over their mrn natural resources and the principle of freedom in outer space. 
Accordingly, the prior consent of the sensed St~te to the dissemination of 
infonnc::,tion relating to its territory vas mandatory and thus precluded any 
possibility that such information could be used to that country's detriment in 
political, economic or other terms. 

22. \'lith regard to the definition and/or delimitation of outer space, his 
delegation felt that the time had come to find a satisfactory and scientifically 
suostantiated solution to that problem, 1-rhich vas obviously siBnificant and complex, 
as had been demonstrated by the divergent positions tru:en up by delegations. 

23. In connexion uith the use of nuclear pOi-rer sources in outer space, he quoted 
frou paro.gral'h Lfj of the report of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer 
Space (A,·- ·- '":·), to t~1e effect that such pouer sources could be used safely, 
provided ~ all necessary safety requiremEnts were met. In his delegation's vie-vr, 
require:.nents that imposed unvrCJ.rranted limitations on the use of nuclear power 
sources 1muld in :r::ractice 5 impede the further exploration and use of outer SIJace 
and contraven~ the aclmovrledged norms of international law relating to that subject· 

24. Hith regard to the Second United IJations Conference on the Exploration and 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, he noted v-ri th sa tis faction that, as a result of 
negotiations and the co-ordination of the vie-vrs of Hember States, most of the 
problems concerning the convening of that Conference had been solved. Hovever, 
difficult and complicated -vrork lay ahead in connexion with the remaining problems 
and the preiJaration and convening of the Conference itself. 
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25. In conclusion, he said that his delegation considered the new Soviet proposal 
for the inclusion in the agenda of the next session of the Scientific and Technical 
Sub-Committee of an item entitled nMaintenance of health and vital activity of 
participants in manned space flights of long duration'' to be timely and important, 
for that matter raised many complex technical, scientific, medical, psychological 
and other problems. 

26. In accordance with its consistently peaceful policy, his country was seeking 
a just and appropriate regulation of the problems involved in the exploration and 
peaceful use of outer space. His delegation felt that the difficult, complex 
issues relating to outer space could and must be settled in the interests of 
international peace and security, co~operation, mutual benefit and friendly 
relations among States. It also believed that all countries, large and small, 
developed and developing, must contribute to the exploration and peaceful uses of 
outer space, for only then would international co-operation be all-embracing and 
fruitful for mankind as a whole. 

27. VIr. BOLD (Mongolia) said that over the past year much progress had been made 
in using outer space for the good of mankind. The socialist member States of the 
programme had achieved further success in the exploration and use of outer space 
for peaceful purposes. In that regard he noted with satisfaction the achievements 
of the Soviet cosmonauts with their Hungarian, Cuban and Vietnamese counterparts as 
<rell as the manned Soviet space flight, which had set a record for length of stay 
in outer space and had provided an opportunity for very important scientific 
research. 

28. Mongolia actively participated in the Intercosmos programme and had a network 
of earth stations for observing artificial satellites, vrhich regularly gathered 
geodesic and geophysical data. Experiments designed to create a geodesic network 
ivere currently being conducted. Data obtained from the Soviet meteor satellite 
system enabled his country to forecast unfavourable atmospheric conditions with 
greater accuracy than hitherto, which was useful for agricultural purposes. The 
use of direct television broadcasting by satellites and the radio relay line and 
earth stations of the Ekran system were of great importance in the educational and 
cultural development of his country. A bilateral agreement with the Soviet Union 
provided for the remote sensing by satellites of the entire territory of l'.fongolia 
over the period 1981-1985. Geological exploration by remote sensing was of great 
economic and technological importance for large countries like his own which were 
rich in natural resources. Currently, Mongolian cosmonauts were being trained in 
the Soviet Union for future flights into outer space. 

29. vTith regard to the dissemination of data obtained by remote sensing, he 
reiterated the position of his delegation that information concerning foreign 
States should only be disseminated with the permission of those States. The use of 
such information on the basis of the nfree market" concept would be a flagrant 
violation of the sovereignty of States. 

30. VJith respect to the draft principles governing direct television broadcasting, 
disagreement on the question of broadcasting to foreign States seemed to be the 
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main obstacle. ~Iis country held the oplnlon shared by the majority of the members 
of the ~OI:}J;littee that direct television broadcasting to foreign States should only 
be carrled out on the basis of prior agreement uith those States. Direct television 
broadcn.sting by satellites to other States vithout their pernission Hould constitute 
interference in the internal affairs of sovereign States. 

31. The time had come to make a clear definition of air space and outer space. In 
vieu of the complexity of the q_uestion and further technological developments, his 
delegation felt that the proposal of the Soviet Union to establish a lm·rer limit of 
outer space not higher than 100 to 110 l:ilometres above sea level was the most 
acceptable solution at that stage. He also >vi shed to stress the importance of the 
agenda item proposed by the Soviet Union concerning the maintenance of the health 
and vital activities of participants in manned space flights of long duration. 
Increasing the length of nan's stay in outer space -vrould enhance the effectiveness 
of scientific research uork in various fields, expand the opportunities for using 
outer space and studying the human body in that environment and uould also reduce 
costs. All countries should participate in finding a solution to that problem. 

32. His cielet;ation felt that existing legal norms adeq_uately governed the use of 
nuclear pm-rer sources in outer space. He general}y supported the Hork carried out 
by the Committee and its tuo Sub-Committees and expressed satisfaction at the 
progress achieved by the Preparatory Committee for the Second United Nations 
Conference on the EA~loration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. The growing use of 
outer space and the rapid development of space technology enhanced the leading role 
of the Conrr:J.ittee and req_uired its members to increase their efforts and -vrork in a 
spirit of compromise in order to find solutions to the questions before them on the 
basis of consensus, in accordance -vri th the practice of the Committee. 

33. I·ir. LA ROCCA (Italy) said that his country had ahrays attached the utmost 
importance to the peaceful uses of outer space because of the considerable benefits 
that could be derived therefrom for mankind as a whole, and he expressed his 
delegation's appreciation for the role played by the United Nations in that 
conneXlon. 

34. Italy vras deeply involved in several international space programmes, ln 
particular those carried out by the European Space Agency (ESA). In that context, 
his cou..11try has participated in the planning and construction of the SPACELAB which 
Has currently nearing completion, and had also taken part in major projects related 
to remote sensing and the application of telecommunications. i;Ioreover, his country 
-vras concluding the second year of its 1979-1983 national pro13ramme, which vras 
completely harmonized with the ESA programme. The main goal of the national 
programme \·ras to continue to upgrade the Italian aerospace industry in order to 
ensure its more effective participation in the exploration of outer space and to 
render it more competitive at the international level. That programme also provided 
for the development of basic scientific and technological research and application 
progrm~~es, particularly in the field of telecommunications and remote sensing. 

35. Ui th rec;ard to telecommunications, the development phase of the satellite 
I1'ALSAT (20-30 GHz) was about to bec;in, and a comprehensive remote sensing 
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;!·ograrmne, focusing on data acquisition, processing, models and applications, 1.;as 
::::E'rcntly. being elaborated. In that context, there ,,rere plans to perfect the 
:echrlOloglcal applications of infrared and micro-vmve sensors and to conduct pilot 
;r~jects clirectecl tmrards areas of crucial importance to Italy, such as agriculture 
2:a I:ydrogeology. Those initiatives vrould provide an opportunity to test nevr remote 
se::slng technologies. 

36. \lith regard to the vrork of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 
:we:. its Sub-Committees, his delegation endorsed their reports, but vished to comment 
:::those points to vrhich it had given particular attention. 

37. On the subject of remote sensing of the earth by satellites, be reiterated 
:taly's fundamental position that the data and information gathered by remote 
se:1sinc; satellites should be available for free and unimpeded dissemination. That 
?rinciple was fully valid, in accordance with the basic tenets of international law, 
a~d provided the most effective protection for all States against the possibility 
t~at a sensing country or group of countries vrould misuse the information gathered 
to the detriment of the sensed country. Any measures or guidelines agreed upon in 
ti;.at field should, in his delegation's vie~.;, be sufficiently flexible and pragmatic 
to preclude the formulation of hasty restrictions vrhich might hamper or delay the 
ceneficial application of such technology. Of course, the sensed countries should 
te entitled to prompt and full access to the data thus obtained, but they should 
also agree to reconcile their legitimate national interests vrith the general 
interests of mankind as a vrhole, so as to increase the opportunities to develop the 
earth's resources on an equitable basis and through close international co-operation. 

38. Italy had consistently upheld that policy and, indeed, the Italian ground 
receiving station at Fucino continued to serve as a focal point for sensing 
Oferations throughout the Mediterranean, providing crucial assistance in the field 
of research by disseminating the data gathered and processed. Furthermore, Italy 
had been closely involved, through its support and contributions, in the remote 
sensing progranrues carried out by FAO, in particular by offering highly successful 
training courses for experts from the developing countries. 

39. As to direct television broadcasting by satellites, he noted that there was to 
oe a thorough examination of the complex questions relating to that subject during 
the next session of the Legal Sub-Committee. However, his delegation believed that 
all the efforts directed tovrards regulating remote broadcasting must respect the 
principle of the free flov of information and ideas, on the understanding that that 
principle vould be responsibly implemented. 

4o. 1Jith regard to the definition and/or delimitation of outer space, he confirmed 
his country's view that a demarcation line needed to be established between air 
space and outer space by means of an international agreement. Of course, such 
Q.uestions as the definition of 11 space objects 11 and the formal recognition of the 
free transit through air space of objects so defined must be agreed upon prior to 
any over~all agreement on the question of the delimitation of outer space. 

41. In connexion 1·ri th the specific problem of the geo3tationary orbit, he said his 
delegation considered that matter to be inseparable from that of outer space and, 
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as such, not to be subject to any claim of soverejgn preferential right. Efforts 
should be directed towards the optimal use of such orbits. 

42. As to the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful 
Uses of Outer Space, his delegation was well aware of the significant role such~ 
Conference 1-rould play in the interests of mankind. It would also draw attention 
to the complex, delicate aspects of outer space and would shed light on the immense 
potential space technology held for the benefit of mankind. His delegation 
1-relcomed the report of the Preparatory Committee contained in document A/35/46 
and 'Has pleased to note that substantial progress had in general been made. 
1·1oreover, it was pleased to note that the question of the venue of and 
participants in the Conference had been solved promptly and by consensus. His 
delegation expected that, at its next session, the Preparatory Committee would 
formulate specific recommendations on such important issues as the public 
information activities for the Conference. 

43. As to the use of nuclear power sources in outer space, his delegation was 
concerned about the fact that so little progress had been made thus far on such 
an important issue. In its opinion, the international community had an obligatio!! 
to make every effort to reduce the serious risks connected with the use of such 
po>·rer sources in space and thus to establish the relevant legal regime. In so 
doing, the international community would give all the parties concerned - in fact 
all States - adequate assurances with regard to the accidental re-entry of space 
objects equipped 1-rith nuclear power sources. Accordingly, his delegation felt 
that the relevant working group of the Legal Sub-Committee should begin a thorougt 
consideration of that problem as a matter of high priority. 

44. In conclusion, he reiterated Italy's firm belief that, because of the 
enormous possibilities offered by outer space in almost every area, it must be 
used for the development and progress of mankind. Accordingly, efforts must be 
intensified vrith a view to preventing outer space from becoming a new arena for 
the arms race and to ensuring that only peaceful activities of benefit to all 
peoples were carried out there. 

45. Mr. VIRGIN ( Svreden) said that the programmes of the European Space Agency 
continued to progress. The testin£!: programme for the Ariane launcher was underway, 
and further development had been decided. The Agency had also decided to undertake 
the Gioho Mission, which was intended to rendevous with the Halley Comet. India's 
first successful launch of a satellite showed that the number of countries "\-lith 
the capacity to launch space vehicles was increasing. After its decision in 1979 
to increase the space budget substantially, the Swedish Government ha.d decided the.: 
a scientific satellite for magnetospheric research, VIKING, would be developed 
and launched by Ariane together with the French remote-sensing satellite SPOT 
in 1984. The Swedish receiving station for LANDSAT data had been operational since 
1978 and formed part of the Earthnet network managed by ESA, which had been 
included in its mandatory activities. 

46. Sweden and an increasing number of other countries had repeatedly expressed 
their deep concern over developments that might lead to an arms race in outer 
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space. One irrm1ediate source of concern -vras the development of so-called 
anti-satellite systems, aimed at destroying satellites or putting them out of 
ection. His country w·elcomed the fact that the prohibition of such systern.s was 
cein_']; discussed by the t1vo major suace Pmrers. Hm-rever, the international 
CO:"cmunity as a ~-Thole had a ri!];ht a~d a responsibility to participate in the 
fornulation of measures prohibiting those systems, measur~s which should cover 
r_:ot only their use but also their development and testing. His delegation 1-relcomed 
~taly's proposal to the Committee on Disarmament that an additional urotocol to 
the Treaty on Principles GoverninN the Activities of States in the E~loration 
and Use of Outer Spa~e, includine;,\he l1oon and Other Celestial Bodies"- should be 
developed in order to prevent an arms race in outer space. His dele~ation had 

- - 0 

repeatedly emphasized the need to observe strictly the disarmament prohibitions 
in the Treaty, vlhich not only prohibited the placing of 1-reapons of mass 
destruction in outer space but also emphasized that outer space should be used 
for peaceful purposes and that space activities should be carried out in the 
interests of mai~taining international ueace and security and promoting 
international co-operation and uncl.ersta~ding. The Committee o~ the Peaceful Uses 
of Outer Space should pay proper attention to that question. His delegation looked 
foruard to the report of the Group of l::xperts \·rho had been asked to study the 
implications of the establishment of an international satellite agency for the 
Eonitoring of arms control, disarmament agreements and crisis areas. 

47. His delegation uas pleased to note that the preparations for UNISPACE-132 
•rere proceeding on schedule but regretted that the Preparatory Committee had been 
Q~able to reach agreement re3arding the officials to be appointed to the 
Conference secretariat. The objective of the Conference should be to stimulate 
increased international co-operation and improve the possibilities of all countries, 
in particular the developing countries, mrucing use of achievements in outer 
space. Attention should be paid to 1-rhat could be achieved through mobilizinc; the 
resources of the United Nations and the specialized agencies, 1-rhich should 
participate in the preparation and in the vork of the Conference. 

48. His delegation had hoped that the nclean text 11 submitted by SHe den and 
Canada in 1979 110uld have opened the >·ray for a final compromise on the use of 
satellites for direct television broadcasting. Despite the Legal Sub-Comwittee's 
inability to reach agreement at its last session, his delegation felt that a final 
compromise 1-ras not far away. 

49. The Swedish delegation attached importance to a thorough study of all 
aspects of remote sensing satellites, both technical and legal. 1-iore attention 
should be paid to certain aspects of the question, such as the availability of 
data from ~emote sensing satellites, Which must be tsuaranteed on a continuous 
basis. International co-operation on that matter "\ras essential and data must be 
made as freely accessible ~s possible for all, thus preventing the gro1ling 
dominance of sensing States. The United Nations programme on space applications 
had a particularly important role to fulfil in providing adequate assistance to 
~eveloping colli~tries in interpreting and using such data. 

50. His delegation s"ttached great imuortance to the elaboration of safety measures 
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for nuclear pmrer sources in outer spfwe, a I'l.atter lvhich concerned all countries, 
and not only those that launched space vehicles vi th nuclear power sources 
aboard. That activity rmst be carried out in accordance ivith- the internationally 
acce~ted rules established for all other activities involving ionizing radiation. 
Internationally accepted guidelines 1rere also essential Hhere some activity 
resulted in radiation exposure of populations outside the country responsible 
for the activity in question. Such guidelines had been developed for ordinary 
nuclear pmrer production, and nuclear pouer sources in outer space should not be 
excluded. His delee;ation rezretted the lack of progress made by the Harking Grou:p 
estaulished by the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee. At its current session 
the General Assembly should recornnend that the Lesal Sub-Committee be given time 
to consider the supplementinG; of existinG international lmv concerning the use of 
nuclear pmrer sources in outer suace in a working group established for that 
~urpose. 

51. ftny Measures adopted on the delimitation and/or definition of outer space 
1·rould have far-reaching implications. It i·Tas therefore important to avoid hasty 
decisions and his deletjation ivas not convinced that the time 1vas ripe for 
est3.blishing a delimitation betueen air space and outer space. 

52. I~rs. OLIVEROS (Argentina) said that an increase in the number of States 
actively participating in the uork of the Cornmi ttee on Outer Space should not be 
discouraged but should be carefully negotiated. 

53. Argentina 1 s remote sensine; activities 1rere constantly growing. It had 
therefore supported an increase in the assistance given by U:NDP to snace technology 
and the establishn:ent i·Ti thin its frameuork of a special proe;rame aimed at 
training specialists from developing countries in space technology (A/35/20, 
para. 31). It vrould also iVelcome the establishment of an international body 
under the ausnices of the United Nations to direct and operate remote sensing 
nrogrammes to- co-ordinate the activities of the reGional centres (A/35/20, para. 33), 
It 1rould also like the Lee;al Sub-Committee 1 s Horldng Group on remote sensing 
to continue, on the basis of priority, to Give detailed consideration to the legal 
ir:rplications of remote sensing of the earth from space, Hith the aim of formulating 
draft principles uhich 1rould protect both the rie;hts of sensed States and 
scientific proGress (A/35/20, para. 34). Any activity connected 1Tith natural 
resources must be governed by co-operation and consultation betueen States as 
\Tell as by the principle of a State 1 s permanent, absolute sovereignty over its 
natural resources and its right to dispose freely of the information obtained 
about them. All States should have available, at an appropriate time, the data 
and information necessary to ensure the transfer of markets, and to enable them 
to adopt the relevant measures. It 1vould be useful if such co-operation and 
co-ordination could be carried out by the United Nations, so that all the 
activities of that system could be harmonized. Aq~entina would support any 
measures designed to facilitate the transfer of technology to and amo~g developing 
countries, in order to bridge the gap separating the developed countr2es_from the 
majority of the international community as an effective means of further2ng peace 
and justice throughout the 1mrld. 
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54. _As to d~rect television broadcasting from satellites, her delegation 
~ons1dered tnat the Legal Sub-Committee's Harking Group should actively nursue 
::. ts. 1l?r1~, so as to complete the elaboration of principles governing thos~ 
actlVltles, taking into account, in particular, the rights of receiving States 
:'-'!d the protection of cultural heritages, Hi thin the concept of freedom of 
lnfornation, the sovereignty and independence of States must be carefully 
:ces:?ected, as 11ell as the need for consultation. 

55. Her delegation >vas pleased that the analysis of questions related to nuclear 
:;:m:er sources in outer space had proe;ressed, and hoped that the Legal Sub-Committee 
'-'Ould follou the example of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee and give 
:;:riority to that problem at its next session, establishin,~ a <rorldng grouo to 
consider it. It attached particular importance to the drafting of sp~ciffc 
:?rovisions on notification and protection from radiation as \·Tell as the 
establishment of technical and legal measures governing accidents. States should 
assume full responsibility for their actions in such cases, as in other types of 
activities. 

56· Her delegation >vas pleased that the Preparatory Committee for UIUSPACE II 
~ad reached agreement on certain points but greatly regretted that last-minute 
difficulties had arisen on the apparently simple question of the composition of 
the Conference secretariat. It hoped that that matter 1vould be settled in strict 
conpliance Hith paragraph 14 of th~ report of the Preparatory Committee (A/35/46). 

57· Finally, her delee;ation vrished to request that the agenda for the t'lventy-fourth 
session of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space should include an 
item entitled nOther matters" in order to facilitate the discussion of questions 
·..;hich rrri.ght arise, such as the prevention of the use of outer space for military 
purposes. 

58. I.Ir. SCEOEIJHERR (German Democratic Republic) said that the results so far 
achieved by international co-operation on the peaceful exploration and use of 
outer space had proved that scientific research in that field could yield great 
advantages for mankind. However, those advantages uere dependent to a considerable 
extent upon the strengthening and expansion of the process of detente and the 
degree to uhich international peace could be made more secure. 

59. The past year had seen new successes and scientific and technological 
achievements in snace research. The crew of the SALYUT-6 spacecraft, during their 
long-term space flie;ht, had completed a programme of completely ne1-r dimensions. 
His delegation 1vished to congratulate the USSR on that outstanding success. The 
successful flights of the research cosmonauts from the Hune;arian People 1 s Republic, 
the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam and the Republic of Cuba had testified to the 
viability of the~ Intercosmos prograrm1e and th~ possibilities of co-operation 
betueen States. The research finr"'._;_ngs obtained in joint experiments 1vere of 
immediate use to the national economies of the countries that ~artici~ated in 
them. 

60. The German Democratic Republic uas continuine; its activities ui thin the 
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franeuort of the Intercosr:.os ]Jroc;rruwe and -vras participating in the activities of 
the five "ITOrldno,; grou:9s, on cosmic r:.eteorolo@Y, cosmic- bioloGY and medicine, 
astro-physics, S]Jace cor:nunications and remote sensinc; of the earth from snace. 
On 1 I!ovenber 1979, the tuentieth Intercosmos satellite had been launched ~~hich, 
in acldition to other devices, carried aboard a set of instru_ments for the 
collection and transmission of information as uell as a multi-channel srectro:rreter, 
all develo:9ed jointly by teans from the USSR, the German Democratic Re:r:mblic 
and the IIun~arian People 1 s I\e~Jublic. 

61. At the 1980 Con(";ress of the Committee on Space Research ( COSPAR), scientists 
fron his country had given three lectures on the findings obtained in the 
scienti fie experiment to produce a neu L"'laterial, called ''Berolina11

, carried out 
aboard the SALYUT-6 orbital station. Sicnificant differences became visible when 
comparing cos!'Jic experiments ui th those performed on earth. The findings of that 
eA~erinent had nade it easier to understand technological processes from a 
scientific Point of vie1.;. Other exoeriments to nroduce ne1.; materials carried out 
aboard SJ\.LWT-6 had been prepared j~intly by exp~rts from the USSR, the Socialist 
Re!JUblic of Viet lTam and the German Democratic Republic. 

62. In A:9ril 1980, a c:round station of the socialist States' integrated telemetric 
systen had been handed over by his country to the lJongolian People's Republic and 
put into operation by experts from the German Democratic Republic. 'rhe exact, 
trouble-free functioning of that station had been ]Jroved by a test carried out 
over long distances. 

63. At the COSPAR Congress, 36 scientists from his country had given 26 detailed 
lectures on the most important results achieved in space research in the German 
Den:ocratic Republic over the past tHo years. His country had also participated 
in ]Jreparing the experimental biological material for the bio-satellite COS!10S 1129 
launched on 25 September 1979 and in the relevant analysis programme follmv-int; the 
recovery of the biological material from outer space. 

64. It -vras regrettable that, despite the extensive 1wrk done by the Outer Space 
Committee and its Sub-Committees over the past year, no substantial :Progress 
had been achieved in important spheres of the Hark of the Legal Sub-Committee, 
ouing above all to the lack of political 1dll of a number of delegations. 

65. His country considered that it must be 1vi thin the exclusive authority of 
States to decide upon the dissenrination to third countries of data obtained from 
remote sensinc; of their territory so that the sovereignty of States over their 
natural resources uould not be affected. In direct television broadcasting from 
satellites, the interest of the transmitting as >vell as the receiving State must 
be tru~en into account to the same degree, and any misuse must be prevented. The 
principles of sovereignty and non-interference in the internal affairs of States 
must be t~en as the basis for regulations in that field under the terms of 
international lmr. The conclusion of international agreements and the haloing of 
bilateral consul tat ions bet1veen transmi ttinc; and receiving States uere absolutely 
necessary before the relevant transmissions could be approved. 
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·~::;. His c1elegation 1-rished to emphasize the importance of the principle of 
:::::::1sensus in future decisions tal<;:en in the Committee on Outer Space. 

J7 • His country attached great importance to the preparation and holding of the 
3~2ond United Nations Conference on the Exploration a;d Peaceful Uses of Outer 
3:;:ace anrl vras prepared to make a constructive contribution to its success. 

~o. His delegation had participated in the preparation of the draft resolutions 
:J;l the items under discussion, of ·hrhich it vas a sponsor, and it hoped that they 
:::culd be adopted by consensus. 

::o 
J/ • l·;r, ORDZHOiiliKIDZE (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his country 
considered the exploration and use of outer space a question which involved all 
=~n~ind. Soviet manned space flights vere designed to set up long-term orbital 
s:;:2ce stations to carry out a whole series of tasks. An important step in that 
iirection had been the creation of the manned research SALYUT-6 space station 
~:i th its SOYUZ and PROGRESS spacecraft. The historic 185-day space flie;ht of 
:~ 7G Soviet cosmonauts in the SALYUT-6 orbital space station was an outstanding 
achievement of Soviet science and technology in the exploration and use of outer 
s~ace. Four long-term expeditions and eight visiting expeditions had vorked on 
coard the space station. Under the Intercosmos programme cosmonauts from Bule;aria, 
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland and Viet 
~~am had taken part in space flights and had carried out research programmes 
jointly prepared by scientists from the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. 
Juring 1980 cosmonauts from Hungary, Viet Nam and Cuba had carried out important 
~rork in outer space 'I·Tith Soviet cosmonauts. During the 135-day space flight and 
the flights of the international teams of cosmonauts a far-reaching programme of 
research and experimentation in the study of space materials, astro-physics, 
technology and biology had been conducted. Important material had also been 
gathered for research into mineral resources, the earth's surface, seasonal 
changes in ae;ricultural lands, and the potential of the Facific Ocean with regard 
to biological productivity, navigation and fishine;. Soviet scientists and 
specialists Here making more and more use of the results of space exploration in 
various fields of the national economy in order to satisfY the practical needs of 
the population. 

10. Soviet space communications and television systems were being further 
developed. The Orbi ta communications system, >vhich had been in operation since 
1967 and which included 3 satellites and 85 land stations, was beine; improved and 
expanded, The Ekran television broadcastine; system using satellites in the 
geostationary orbit and a broad networl~ of land receiving installations Has being 
further developed. The Moskva satellite television system using the Gorizont 
communications-satellites in geostationary orbits and land stations had already 
been introduced. The combined use of satellites and land stations provided 
television broadcasting for 92-93 per cent of the Soviet population. The 
devc:lopment of the Intersputnik international space communications system 1vas 
continuing. Eight land stations were already functioning in a number of socialist 
countries and three new ones would soon be in operation. The use of spacecraft 
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to obtain hydro-Eeteorolot;ical information 1ras beinc; expanded. The Heteor 
meteorological system vas in continuous operation and the testing of the im:proved 
ileteor-2 system uas proceedinc; successfully. Information obtained by the -
Leteor-2 satellites 1ras also transmitted to the member States of the 1Jorld 
Leteorolocical Organization. 

71. Space information uas being used more and more in the study of the natural 
resources of the earth and in environmental control. The Soviet Union 1vas 
conductinc; o. broad pror;ranme to 13:ather such information by means of observation 
and photography fron the SOYUZ manned spacecraft and the SALYUT orbiting space 
stations, and through reFlote sensin-s by means of I~eteor and Cosmos satellites. 
The infor!!ntion thus obtained uas sent on request to interested organizations and 
uas used in a uide range of scientific fields and branches of the national 
econOLlY• 

72. The Soviet Union 1-ras :9romotin,'"': international co-operation in the exploration 
and use of s:9ace for peaceful purposes, especially through the multifaceted 
Intercosmos programrne. Cosmonaut candidates from '1on,solia and Romania I·Tere 
currently beinc trained in the Soviet Union in order to take part in future Soviet 
space flights. Joint 1rork in the fields of meteorology, biolor:;y and medicine 
and the study of the earth 1 s natural resources uas given a more practical 
orientation and uas used to carry out specific tasks. 

73. On a bilateral basis the Soviet Union had launched the second Indian 
satellite designed to study natural resources and was planninr; a joint manned 
S:!_)ace flight uith India. Lare;e-scale joint research projects had been undertaken 
Hi th France and Sue den. A joint s:9ace flight program..TJle had been agreed upon 
vri th France and t1ro French cosmonaut candidates I·Tere currently being trained in 
the Soviet Union. 

74. Iris delegation generally supported the 1-rork of the Committee on the Peaceful 
Uses of Outer Snace and its hro Sub-Comrni ttees. In its more than tvrenty years of 
existence the Corrrni ttee had done much to broaden international co-operation in 
the use of outer space and develo:9 international lmr in that field. The practice 
of taking decisions by consensus had perrni tted the formulation of international 
ler;al documents l·rhich took account of the interests of all States. ConseQuently, 
his d.ele<jation felt that that same practice should be used in dealing 1-rith the 
items Qnder consideration in order to achieve ~enerally accentable solutions. 

75. His Government supported the apneal of the General Assembly to States to 
accede to international- agreements g;:,verninr:s the activities of States in the use 
of outer space, especially the Treaty on Principles governin~ the Activities of 
States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Hoon and Other 
Celestial Bodies, vrhich had been sic;ned by only about 30 countries. 

76. His dele~ation shared the opinion of the majority of the members of the 
Co~~ttee that direct television broadcasting by satellites to a foreign State 
should only oe carried out 1rith the express consent of that State. Otheruise 
the transmitting State could freely determine the content and :nolitical orientation 
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of such programmes, Hhich could constitute interference in the internal affairs 
_0 ~ the recei vins State. Hith respect to the draft principles on remote sensing, 
'"

15 delegation felt that the dissemination of information- thus obtained should be 
~ubject to control. Space photographs with high spatial resolution of better than 
:;0 net res should only be circulated >ri th the consent of the sensed State. 

77 • me t irr:.e had come to deal l·ri th the nroblem of defininP: outer space in terms 
o:;:~ international space lm.;r, Since space~raft 1rould be abl~ to fly both in air 
spe.ce and outer space in the near future, agreement on the definition of those 
~170. areas should be reached in order to rrotect the sovereignty of States. The 
:::.oVlet Union, therefore, favoured a e;radual approach to the solution of that 
problem and had proposed as a first step that the area higher than 100 to 
110 kilorr:.etres above sea level should be considered outer space. Furthermore, 
the right of States to fly through foreign air space beneath that level in order 
to co~e out of orbit or fly into space and return to earth in their own territory 
should be preserved. That height hm-rever, should not be automatically taken as the 
coundary bet1wen air snace and outer space. That question should be further 
discussed until a final solution leadi;g to a treaty could be achieved. 

78. His delegation felt that existing international legal norms on the use of 
nuclear pouer sources in outer space \Iere adequate. The conclusion contained in 
the report of the Horldng Group that nuclear pmrer sources could be used safely in 
outer space attested to the cogency of the Soviet position. Furthermore, he 
expressed satisfaction that the comnromise achieved on that question Has in keeping 
iri th the tradition of the Committee- and tool<. due account of the interests of 
various groups of States. 

79. His delegation had proposed the inclusion of an item concerning the 
naintenance of the health a~d vital activities of participants in manned space 
flights of long duration in the ae;enda of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee. 
The increase in the length of man's stay in outer space gave rise to many complex 
and serious probl~ms of a technical, economic, scientific and legal character. 
The most effective and successful solution to those problems could be achieved 
through the broadest co-operation of all countries, Space flights were conducted 
not only for the benefit of individual countries, but also in the interest of all 
States. Lastly, he expressed his country's readiness to till<.e part in the 
preparatory vorl;: for the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. 

So. Hr. RESTREPO (Colombia) said that the item under discussion Has of special 
importance to manldnd as a -vrhole and to his country in particular. Space lav, 
that neiiest branch of international lm.;r, \-JaS very complex in that it had to 
reconcile the views of the Pm·rers >rhich invoked the concept of the "common heritage 
of mankind" as an argument for taking over a natural resource such as outer space 
and the right of the developing countries which nature had 1-1ished to compensate 
for their -vreak nasi tion as tronical countries by the invaluable asset of the 
geostationary o~bi t, vlhich was- unique in the infinite number of geosynchronic orbits. 
That orbit was situated at an approximate distance of 35,871 ldlometres above the 
Equator. It \-ras the only spot in the universe in lvhich, uith a reasonably 
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econo~:aical l)rOI)Ulsion syste:·,,, the nature.l attributes of the 1.1lace could be used to 
naintain ::.>. satellite in 2. stationary !)Osition uithout great technical difficulty. 
The ceostationar;,r synchronic orbit 1ms G. pl1ysical fact connected uith the natural 
ch~recteristics of the earth for it denended for its existence on its relation 
uith the phenomena of ;;ravity ~:eneru.ted 1}y the earth; therefcre it should not be 
includec. in the concepts of outer snace. The Colorlbian dele:;ation had reguested 
SJlecial trec_tuent for itself apd other equatorial countries in the statement 'uy 
its Forci..-;n ; iinister at tl1c ti1irt;r-first session of th~ General Asse: 1bly. The 
·n:dnci:ple 1l2.d c.J.so been set forth in the Do·;ota Declaration, discussed, ac;reed and 
si:-ncd by the accreditecl rel}rescntativcs of the countries directly affected, based 
on -che soverei~n rirr-ht ovc:r the sc:":ments of the geostationary orbit. That 
Decl2ration statecl that the le;-;al re:;i:t1C applicable to that orbit should take into 
account various facts: firstly, tllr.t the soverei::;n rir:;hts of the equatorial 
countries vere: intendec.l to ~)rovide re2.l oenefits for their respective peoples and 
the international cor.JYJUnity, vrl:.ereas at present only the most developed countries 
Here benefitinc fro::1 t:1e!:l; secondly, the secments of the orbit correspondin:; to the 
hi::;h seas beyond the national jurisdiction of States uould be consiuered the co''!l'lon 
heritar-;e of rlanl:ind; thirdly, the equc:ctorial St.:<.tes did not object to free 
orbital transit or the transit of conr,mnications autlwrized by the International 
l'eleco::r>.wunication Convention uhen those satellites crossed their territorial sky 
in a :-;ravitational fli::;ht outside their c;eostationar:y orbit; fourthly, the devices 
Hhich ·Fere intended to re.min stationary in an eQ_uatorial State's sen-:.ment of the 
3eostn.tionary orbit must be specificrclly authorized by that State in adva.Ylce and 
their oneration ,-:ust be subject to the domestic lau of that State; fifthly, the 
equatorial countries declared that the fact that satellites iTere situetted in their 
respective se.~ents of the ceostationary orbits did not entitle the satellites to 
renain there unless expressly authorized by the State concerned. His delece.tion 
catec;orically opposed t:1e idea that the geostationary orbit should be e;overned 
by the Treaty on Principles Governine; the Activities of States in the ExDloration 
and Use of Outer Space, includine; the Iioon and Other Celestial Bodies. Econonic 
cal)a-bility and technoloc;ical develop11ent did not confer any priority ric;hts 1-rhich, 
if e~:ercised c:rbitrarily, uould merely transfer to other spheres the imbaln.nce 
currently afflictine; mankind. 

The meetinp.; rose at 12.50 p.m. 




